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This article describes PaCQL (Parsed Corpus Query Language), a novel query language for
carrying out research on parsed historical corpora, an important task for the digital humanities.
PaCQL implements and enhances many of the most important features of earlier software that
is designed for computational research in historical syntax and combines such functionality
with a search engine which employs a fast in-memory index that cuts down waiting time in
many realistic research scenarios. A web interface is provided with an automatically created
summary of the main quantitative findings. The primary goal of this project is to contribute to
the development of software tools which are designed from the ground up specifically with the
needs of the digital humanities in mind.
1. Introduction
The ability of Computational Linguistics to analyze and process the syntactic structure
of natural language was transformed with the emergence of parsed corpora such as the
Penn Treebank (Marcus, Marcinkiewicz, and Santorini 1993). Subsequently, the digital
humanities have gradually caught on to the possibilities offered by such resources and
today, theoretical and historical syntax increasingly makes use of treebanks. One major
milestone in bringing the power of treebanks to the humanities is the development
of the Penn Parsed Corpora of Historical English (Kroch and Taylor 2000b; Kroch,
Santorini, and Delfs 2004) and their annotation scheme which has been adapted to
historical corpora for other languages, including French (Martineau 2011), Portuguese
(Britto and Galves 2009), and Icelandic (Wallenberg et al. 2011).
Although treebanks are to an extent generic enough to be studied using a variety
of software tools, the needs of historical syntacticians are not necessarily the same as
the needs of computational linguists and therefore a demand has arisen for treebank
software which is appropriate for use in the digital humanities. For example, ease of
use is important and this has motivated the development of example-based search
as in the GrETEL system (Augustinus, Vandeghinste, and Van Eynde 2012) and the
Linguist’s Search Engine (LSE) (Resnik and Elkiss 2005). Output requirements may also
be different in the humanities. While a computational linguist may write a program
which trains a statistical parser on a treebank or use Tgrep (Rohde 2004) to extract
certain patterns from a treebank, a historical syntactician generally needs to extract
a dependent syntactic variable from the corpus along with several independent vari-
ables, preferably without a heavy dependence on programming skills. Furthermore,
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the historical syntactician will need her results in a format which facilitates subsequent
statistical analysis and visualization of quantitative patterns.
For example, a classic topic in the study of historical syntax of languages like En-
glish and Icelandic is the evolution from object-verb (OV) word order to the verb-object
(VO) order (Kemenade 1987; Lightfoot 1991; Rögnvaldsson 1994/1995, 1996; Lightfoot
1999; Kroch and Taylor 2000a; Hróarsdóttir 2000). A sentence with an auxilary verb like
will followed by a main verb (e.g., eat) and a direct object (e.g., the bread) in either of the
two orders can be taken to be a diagnostic of the relevant contrast. This is demonstrated
in the examples below which are given in Modern English orthography even though
the OV pattern is in fact associated with older periods in history.
(1) a. She will [the bread eat]. (OV diagnostic)
b. She will [eat the bread]. (VO diagnostic)
The researcher typically wants to know the rate at which the OV order is used in
each century of the written record and it is important to be able to break down the
results by the type of direct object involved (e.g., full noun phrase, pronoun, quantifier),
as well as stylistic factors like genre (e.g., narratives vs. religious text). Results of this
type are shown for the proportion of OV word order in Icelandic in Figure 1. The graphs
show that usage of the OV order declines over time in all contexts. While it is logically
possible to use a program like Tgrep in order to extract the required data, this would
be a tedious task and it would probably involve some time consuming development
of custom scripts to manage the independent variables. Therefore, many studies in
historical syntax currently make use of CorpusSearch (Randall 2005) which allows for a
tabulated output of the required type. However, while extremely useful, CorpusSearch
leaves some room for improvement. Its query syntax is rather verbose, complex studies
often still require a bit of shell script manipulation of the results, the program has a
rather limited ability to summarize its results and it can take a while to run a query
because no indexing of the treebank is used. This paper describes PaCQL, a new query
language which addresses these issues.
PaCQL, the Parsed Corpus Query Language (pronounced pack-well), uses a compact
expressive syntax and it can be used via an online web interface with syntax high-
lighting and various features which automate common tasks in the everyday work of a
historical syntactician. A preview version of PaCQL search for the Icelandic treebank,
IcePaHC, is currently available at www.treebankstudio.org. Note that the software is
under active development and more features will be added in future versions. An
example PaCQL query is given below.
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Rate of object-verb word order in the history of Icelandic.
This query involves four sections separated by empty lines: A main section (unla-
beled at the top), two coding sections for the dependent variable (ov:1) and (ov:0),
and a meta section (meta:) which indicates that the century of writing should be
included with each result. The main section and the coding sections specify syntactic
relationships; idoms means ‘immediately dominates’ and sprec stands for ‘sisterwise
precedence’. Elements like IP-(MAT|SUB) and MDPI are Regular Expressions which
match the labels of nodes in a tree structure. Here, IP-(MAT|SUB) matches the labels
IP-MAT (matrix clause) and IP-SUB (finite subordinate clause) in a treebank like
IcePaHC whereas MDPI matches the part of speech tag for modal verbs (MD) in the
present (P) indicative (I). VB is an infinitival main verb. If the exact same label is
specified twice in a query, PaCQL assumes that it refers to the same node in both cases.
The query language is described in more detail below. The following is an example
result from IcePaHC of the OV type.
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The file format of IcePaHC (as well as other corpora that are annotated in the
tradition of the Penn historical treebanks; see references above), is the same type of
labeled bracketing as used for the Penn treebank but the structure is more flat.1 The main
reason for the relatively flat structure is that it often makes it more convenient to work
with highly variable word order during periods of ongoing syntactic change. The query
language does not depend on this property of the annotation scheme. The example
result above is only a partial tree because it only shows the subordinate clause that
matched the query. However, it is clear from the example that various clausal elements
are attached directly to the IP-SUB node which defines a finite subordinate clause.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the PaCQL
query language, Section 3 describes the output of the system, and Section 4 discusses
some current shortcomings of the system and plans for future work. Section 5 concludes.
2. PaCQL
2.1 Syntactic relationships
The syntactic relationships which PaCQL can query for are inspired by CorpusSearch
and most of them are available in both systems. The basic syntactic relationships are
shown in (4) and every query must contain at least one of those.
(4) idoms: immediately dominates
idomsonly: immediately dominates x and nothing else
idomsfirst: immediately dominates the leftmost child x
idomslast: immediately dominates the rightmost child x
doms: dominates at an arbitrary depth
sprec: sisterwise precedence
precedes: precedence regardless of embedding
hassister: sisterhood
sameindex: A has the same index as B
Although these relationships are fairly self-explanatory, we will offer a brief
overview of the types of structures that each of them matches. Consider first the idoms
relationship which stands for for ‘immediately dominates’. In the following example,
the relationship only yields a match if B is a direct child node of A.
1 Certain aspects of the annotation will be explained briefly as they are encountered below. To make full
use of PaCQL, the user must learn about the annotation guidelines of a given treebank in more detail
than we can present here in a paper which focuses on the query language.
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The relationship idomsonly also involves immediate dominance but it is restricted
to unary branching structures. The following only matches structures where B is the









A match is returned from the following use of idomsfirst only if the node with









In a parallel manner, idomslast returns a match if the node matched as B is the









The relationship doms stands for ‘dominates’ and it matches structures where the










One can use sprec to match cases of sisterwise precedence. Here, A sprec B
yields a result if A and B are sisters and B is also linearly to the right of A.
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In contrast to sprec, we can use precedes to query for cases where A linearly











The relationship hassister finds instances where two nodes are sisters and it is









The final basic relationship is sameindex which matches nodes with the same
numerical index. This feature is sensitive to the way in which co-indexed nodes are
handled in the annotation guidelines for the Penn Parsed Corpora of Historical English
and other treebanks which adhere to the same type of annotation. Numerical indices
are for example used to indicate a syntactic movement relationship between a displaced











In addition to the basic relationships, an additional set of special relationships can
be used to narrow down results which have been found using the basic ones. Although
this is not a logical necessity, the current implementation of the PaCQL search engine
requires at least one basic relationship in order to allow for the use of these additional
ones. The list in (14) gives an overview of those features.
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(14) haslabel: match node label
domswords: match nodes dominating N orthographic words
domswords<: match nodes dominating less than N words
domswords>: match nodes dominating more than N words
idomslemma: POS-tag has child that has a specific lemma
The special relationship haslabel is useful to distinguish labels which have been
matched by a Regular Expression. In the annotation scheme for the historical corpora
under discussion, the label for a direct object is NP-OB1 and the label for an indirect
object is NP-OB2. Both are matched by the Regular Expression NP-OB[12]. We can
add a coding column direct to the results by including the coding sections direct:1
and direct:0 shown below. This query finds all quantified objects (Q-.* matches
quantifiers) and assigns the code 1 to the direct objects and 0 to the indirect objects.





We can use domswords to match nodes that dominate a certain number of ortho-
graphic words. For example, the following query finds all one word subjects in passives
in the annotation scheme of the Penn historical corpora. Here, NP-SBJmatches a subject
and VAN matches a passive participle. The domswords condition narrows down the
results to only include those where the subject is one word.
(16) NP-SBJ hassister VAN
NP-SBJ domswords 1
Because PaCQL is designed specifically for the historical corpora, it is sensitive to
the way in which orthographic words are represented in their annotation scheme. Some-
times a word is split into two terminal nodes if the syntax demands it. For example, the
Icelandic suffixed article is split off from its noun in order to include a D node to encode
definiteness. The article and the noun count as one word in PaCQL, even if they are
separate nodes in the tree. Mismatches between the number of terminal nodes and the
number of orthographic words also appear when we have traces of syntactic movement.
For example, if the NP complement of a preposition has undergone A-bar movement
(typically wh-movement; see textbooks on theoretical syntax for details), the annotation




It is possible to find such structures by querying for NP complements of preposi-
tions (PP = prepositional phrase) in which the NP does not dominate any words.
(18) PP idoms NP
NP domswords 0
One can also query for nodes that dominate less than a certain number of words
using <domswords in a query.
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A parallel feature domswords> allows for finding nodes that dominate more than

















Finally, idomslemma can be used to search for a specific lemma (dictionary look-
up form) of a word immediately dominated by a part-of-speech tag. This is particularly
useful for a morphologically rich language like Icelandic. The following query finds
noun phrases with the noun hestur ‘horse’ and it returns all inflected forms of the noun.
(21) NP-.* idoms N-.*
N-.* idomslemma hestur
For example, the following result contains the noun hestinn which is in the ac-
cusative case with a suffixed article (split off as a separate D-A node as discussed
above). This is possible because the Icelandic treebank is lemmatized. Note that in the
Icelandic treebank, nominal elements which are inflected for case are tagged for case:
-N=nominative, -A=accusative, -D=dative, -G=genitive. For example an accusative






Before concluding this discussion of the syntactic relationships which are supported
by PaCQL, it is worth noting that label matching in PaCQL uses standard Regular Ex-
pressions (as implemented in Python). This means that users of CorpusSearch will have
to use slightly different labels from those that they are used to because CorpusSearch
implements a non-standard version of RegularExpressions. We believe the change is
justifiable because of the wide availability of documentation and tutorials for standard
Regular Expressions.
2.2 Coding queries
One of the reasons for the popularity of CorpusSearch is that most realistic research
scenarios in historical syntax are not about searching for a pattern but rather about
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coding a number of results for a dependent variable and various independent variables
which are to be analyzed. In PaCQL, every query is a coding query in the sense of
CorpusSearch coding queries. The coding functionality is most powerful when coding















This kind of a coding query is effectively equivalent to running the following two
queries, combining the results, and labeling each individual result with 1 or 0 depending
on the matched pattern. Recall that when the exact same label is used twice, it refers to
the same node.
(24) A idoms B
B idoms C
(25) A idoms B
B idoms D
Above, we considered the contrast between object-verb (OV) and verb-object (VO)
word order. The following examples demonstrate the two orders.
(26) a. She will [the bread eat]. (OV diagnostic)
b. She will [eat the bread]. (VO diagnostic)
In the historical treebanks, the analysis of the OV order is as in (27) and the VO



















A simple coding query which distinguishes the two patterns is shown in (29). Note
that for an actual study a more complex query would be needed but this version will
suffice for the present purpose.
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The main top section of the query finds finite clauses, including both main and
subordinate clauses. The ov:1 coding section uses spred, sisterwise precedence, in
order to match sentences where a finite modal verb (MDPI) precedes a noun phrase
object (NP-OB[12]) which in turn precedes an infinitival main verb VB. The second
coding section ov:0 matches the reverse order of the noun phrase object and the main
verb.
In addition to the ov variable, we are perhaps interested in several independent
variables which may be related to word order in the verb phrase. PaCQL includes a
useful feature for this which we refer to as meta coding. It is possible to add a meta
section to any query and this section allows us to specify various types of additional
information to include in the output with each result. The following adds a simple meta
section to our OV/VO query.
Recall that sections of a PaCQL query are separated by an empty line and this also
applies to the meta section. Here, the meta section adds one property of the text in
which the result was found and one property of a node which was matched. Including
text centurymakes sure that an output value is added with the century in which the
text was written and node nodewords NP-OB[12] states that the number of words
dominated by the noun phrase object should be included in the result. Information
about the date of writing is of course useful for studying and plotting the diachronic
development. The weight of the object, measured in words, is interesting because heavy
objects are more likely to undergo rightward extraposition, an independent type of a
syntactic transformation which affects our VO/OV diagnostics (Wasow 1997; Stallings,
MacDonald, and O’Seaghdha 1998; Thráinsson 2007; Stallings and MacDonald 2011).
For the Icelandic treebank which is currently hosted at www.treebankstudio.org,
several options are available for meta coding. The codes which can be added are either
specific to the text, the tree, or a particular node. The following is an overview of the
supported text level coding:
(30) Text level meta coding:
text textid - id of the text
text year - (estimated) year the text was written
text century - century the text was written
text genre - main genre of the text
text subgenre - subgenre of the text
text postnt - 0 if written before New Testament translation, 1 otherwise
text texttrees - total number of trees in the text
text meantreewords - mean number of words per tree in the text
text mediantreewords - median number of words per tree in the text
text meanwordletters - mean number of letters per word in the text
text lexicaldiversity - type frequency of word forms divided by the total
number of words in the text
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Most of the above are fairly self-explanatory. It should be noted that text
texttrees yields the number of trees in the sample included in the treebank. It is
not a measure of the size of the entire book or manuscript. Some of the text level
meta coding options reflect directly the purpose of PaCQL to be a tool for the digital
humanities rather than a generic search program for tree structures. PaCQL has built-
in functionality to analyze stylistic aspects of texts such as genre and lexical diversity.
The lexical diversity metric which is used is described and discussed in the NLTK book
(Bird, Klein, and Loper 2009).
Tree level meta coding includes a unique identifier for the tree in which a result was
found as well as the number of orthographic words in the full tree. This is useful if one
has the hypothesis that a certain linguistic pattern correlates with syntactic complexity.
(31) Tree level meta coding:
tree treeid - unique id for the tree
tree treewords - number of words in the tree
The final type of meta coding is node-specific and there are three types of such
coding that can be added to the output of a query.
(32) Node level meta coding:
node label A - the label matched by A
node nodestring A - the string of leafs dominated by A
node nodewords A - the number of words dominated by A
It is useful to include node label A if A is a regular expression which matches a
number of labels and the analysis of the results benefits from knowing which label it was
in each case. The actual text which is dominated by a node A can be output using node
nodestring A and this is particularly useful when some property of a phrase needs
to be manually coded for some variable. For example, if we want to code a particular
noun phrase for animacy, a linguistically interesting variable which is not annotated
in the treebank, it is convenient to have a column in the output which lists just the
noun phrases to be coded. We have seen node nodewords A above. This feature can
be used to study heaviness effects in natural language which often involve rightward
extraposition.
Coding queries sometimes become relatively complex and this is especially true
when a regular expression is used several times in the query. It can make the query
more readable to define variables in a definition section at the top of the query. In the
















Putting together some of the techniques that have been discussed, let us consider a























The query in (34) defines shorthand variables for finite modals and noun phrase
objects. Its coding sections define two variables, ov which indicates the word order
under investigation and np which indicates which type of a noun phrase the object is.
The value of np is pro when we have a pronoun object, quant when it is a quantified
object, and else otherwise. The meta section extracts the number of words in the object
and the exact string dominated by the object phrase. Here, node label IP-(MAT|SUB)
writes out whether the Regular Expression for the clause matched a matrix clause or
a subordinate clause and we also have two stylistic variables for genre and lexical
diversity. A beginner may not find it easy to construct a query at this level of complexity.
However, the query language has been employed successfully in a linguistics class at the
master’s level at the University of Iceland and by working through a series of examples,
the students gained good knowledge of the language, suggesting that researchers in the
humanities should be able to do so in general.
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Figure 2
An example PaCQL result.
3. Output
Having discussed the PaCQL query language, we will now turn to the way in which
the search engine displays its output. As in other aspects of this software, the design
is intended to meet the demands of the digital humanities. The example results which
we discuss in this section are all based on running the query in (34) on the Icelandic
treebank as it is configured at www.treebankstudio.org.
In most cases, users will first want to explore the results in the “web output” mode
which is the default setting. An example of a result which is displayed this way is shown
in Figure 2.
The text of the entire tree which contains the match is displayed on top and below
that the part of the tree which matched the query is shown in the labeled bracketing
format which is familiar to users of the Penn treebank and other similar corpora. The
top node of this partial tree is referred to as the query’s anchor and the anchor is simply
the first label entered in the main section of the query. It is possible to display the entire
tree in the results by unchecking the “Anchors only” checkbox in the user interface. The
nodes matched by the query are highlighted in the text as well as the tree. Next to the
tree, all the columns associated with the current result are displayed. This includes the
output of the coding sections as well as the meta section.
In almost all actual studies of quantitative diachronic syntax, the user will want
to move on to tabulated results when the query has been configured to return the
appropriate results. Changing the output mode to “TSV” results in a list of tab
separated values of the following type. This kind of an output can be imported into R,
SPSS, Excel, or any other software which supports further analysis.
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Figure 3
An automatically generated PaCQL summary.
ov np label nodewords nodestring textid lexicaldiversity genre
1 else IP-MAT 3 hina fyrri kvísl firstgrammar 0.29 sci
1 else IP-MAT 3 þessa stafi átta firstgrammar 0.29 sci
1 else IP-SUB 1 máli firstgrammar 0.29 sci
Going back to the “Web output” mode, the software is designed to prepare an
automatic summary of the results which can often serve as an initial analysis. This
summary is opened by selecting the “Display summary” option from the user interface.
The summary for our sample query is shown in Figure 3.
The first coding variable which only has the values 1 and 0 is automatically detected
as the dependent variable in the summary. In this case, it is our OV/VO variable. A
historical syntactician will often want to visualize the diachronic development of the
dependent variable and the summary includes a plot of the proportion of object-verb
word order in each century which is represented in the corpus. The summary also
contains tabulated results showing results per text (r/T), result trees per text (rt/T), and
total trees per text (t/T). The summary tables include the rate at which the dependent
variable has the value 1 (if one is defined) as well as the number of results per 1000
words for the relevant text (to evaluate result density). Those metrics are output in two
tables. The first tables breaks the results down by text and the second table by century.
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Of course, more sophisticated analysis as shown in Figure 1 requires additional soft-
ware like R, but this is what the TSV output is designed for. Even so, the automatically
generated summary is often sufficient to get a good initial idea of important trends in
the data.
Although this article focuses on the side of PaCQL which is most important for a
linguist rather than underlying technical issues, it is worth noting that the output of
many typical PaCQL queries is returned relatively fast. Unlike CorpusSearch, which
is commonly used for searching this type of a treebank, PaCQL employs indexing to
speed up access to the corpus and the index remains in memory on the server in order
to improve the user experience. Various common types of queries run in less than one
second or in just a few seconds when searching and coding the IcePaHC corpus, which
is close to 1 million words in size. Naturally, the execution time can be longer if the
query is particularly complex.
4. Some current shortcomings and future work
Although PaCQL is already useful for various kinds of studies, the system is fairly new
and thus it can be expected that some issues will be revealed by its use. Those will
have to be addressed in future updates to the software. Also, while PaCQL presentely
supports several features that are available in alternative treebank search software, and
adds some of its own, there are still some features that have not been implemented. For
example, there is little support for negation in the query language so it is not possible to
enter a simple negation operator to ask for all cases where label A, for example, does not
immediately dominate label B. For the time being, the relevant type of a result can often
be retrieved by a coding query where the positive complement of the desired negation
is assigned one code and the remaining results are assigned another code – the latter
capturing the negation.
There are plans to make queries with negation more streamlined in the future
and expand the range of available features in general, including support for equality
testing across matched nodes and quantification. Further development will aim to
support a variety of useful features which have been developed in other systems like
TIGERSearch (Lezius, Biesinger, and Gerstenberger 2002), INESS-search (Meurer, Butt,
and King 2012), and PML Tree Query (Pajas and Štěpánek 2009), while maintaining
our focus on providing output that is optimized for use in linguistic research, notably
in historical syntax. Those future steps in the development will be informed by a
systematic evaluation of PaCQL’s expressiveness (Lai and Bird 2010).
5. Conclusion
This article has described PaCQL (Parsed Corpus Query Language), a research tool
which is designed to address various specific needs of the digital humanities. We
described the way in which queries can be constructed to answer questions about
historical syntax and we explained how the output of a PaCQL query can be interpreted
and exported to a format that is appropriate for the type of software that is generally
used in the analysis of historical syntacticians.
PaCQL is currently only configured to search IcePaHC, the Icelandic Parsed His-
torical Corpus, but the system is under active development and one of the primary
goals for the future will be to make the system available to the users of other treebanks.
We furthermore aim to release the PaCQL search engine under a free and open source
software license in the near future.
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